
EQUIP EACH PC FOR THE JOB

IMPROVE END-USER EFFICIENCY 
AND EXPERIENCE
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Intel® or AMD: Which is right for you?

Evaluate PCs for Intel® or AMD CPUs as well 
as the following factors to ensure that each 
employee has the best configuration for 
their job.

Intel® and AMD o�er powerful solutions that 
enable devices—and employees—to work more 
e�ciently. However, there are distinct 
di�erences in core performance, graphics 
capabilities, and price that you should consider. 
To maximize the productivity benefits of either 
Intel® or AMD, the technology should support 
the role and enhance the experience of your 
end-user employees.  

Storage – storage capabilities will 
a�ect file access speed. 
RAM – short-term memory 
storage grants easy access to 
active data.
GPU – graphics processing units 
inform image output quality. 

Invest in multi-core or multiple 
processors for video editing and 
IT programming.

Pair your CPU with the storage, RAM, 
and graphic requirements that support 
your end-users' performance needs.

Choose the latest generation to 
avoid ine�ciencies due to limited 
upgrades.

Need full memory encryption? Or 
remote recovery capabilities? Prioritize 
security needs for highly sensitive tasks.

IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY WITH 
INDUSTRY-LEADING PROCESSORS 

WHY UPGRADE EMPLOYEE PCs?

The total estimated cost of lost 
productivity due to older computers1.

$17,000 per year 

The approximate time wasted per 
employee, per year, waiting for an 
older PC to start each morning1.

11 hours 

29% 
Potential productivity lost as a result of 
employees using outdated technology1.

PC processors function similarly to the human 
brain, providing rapid instructions for carrying 
out multiple simultaneous tasks. Modern PCs 
with multi-core processors have, in e�ect, two 
or more “brains.” They boot and execute faster 
than older PCs. 

Which CPU(s) is right for your business? Intel® 
and Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) both o�er 
cutting-edge processors. The right choice 
depends on what you’re trying to achieve. 

Are you looking to: 
• Upgrade performance to handle today's 
   processor-intensive apps? 
• Accommodate graphics-
   or analytics-intensive work? 
• Stick to your budget?
• Or a mix of all of the above? 

Upgrading employee PCs to current processor 
technology delivers measurable productivity 
returns and, in turn, overall better business 
outcomes.

Intel®

Want to compare CPUs? You'll find 
both in the Lenovo portfolio.

DIFFERENT CPUs FOR DIFFERENT TASKS
Choose processor types based on what users need their 

computers to do, as well as your budget.

Basic tasks—$.
For browsing, word processing, and light spreadsheet 
work, 2 or 4 cores will su�ce. If users frequently 
multi-task, step up to an Intel® i5 or AMD Ryzen™ 3 on the 
high end or Intel® Celeron® or AMD Athlon™ 200GE on the 
lower end.

AR/VR, 3D animation—$$$+.
Look for a clock speed of at least 3 GHz with at least 8GB RAM. 
For best price/performance, consider the AMD Ryzen™ 5 2600 
Processor with Wraith Stealth Cooler or Intel® Core i7-9700K 
Desktop Processor with 8 cores and up to 4.9 GHz Turbo.

Creative media work—$$$.
If you need more cores for graphic design or video editing, 
or if you just want a fast, capable system with extra 
overhead, choose vPro™ Core i7 or AMD Ryzen™ 7 
processors. For enhanced power and security, go with the 
Intel® 10th Gen Core i9 or AMD Ryzen™ Pro 4000 Series.  

Workstation muscle—$$$$+.
Need faster rendering of your 4K video? Better 
performance working with massive databases or complex 
math? Consider Intel® 10th Gen vPro™ with enhanced 
security, remote manageability, and WiFi 6 connectivity; 
the AMD Ryzen™ Pro 4000; or the AMD Threadripper™
2000 Series. 

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/business/small-business/sme-pc-study.html.
https://www.lenovo.com/content/dam/lenovo/pcsd/north-america/en/solutions/smb/na-white-paper-smb-employee-experience-forrester-report.pdf.

